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ABSTRACT: As one of the most ordinary phenomena in
nature, numerous pores on animal skins induce the growth of
abundant hairs. In this study, cavities of a cellulose matrix were
used as hard templates to lead the hair-inspired crystal growth
of 12-hydroxyoctadecanoic acid (HOA) through hydro-
phobic−hydrophilic interface interaction, and short hair-like
HOA crystals with a smooth surface were formed on cellulose
films. In our findings, by using solvent evaporation induced
crystallization, hydrophobic HOA grew along the hydrophilic
cellulose pore wall to form regular vertical worm-like and pillar-like crystals with an average diameter of about 200 nm, depending
on the experimental conditions and HOA concentration. The formation mechanism of the short hair-like HOA crystals as well as
the structure and properties of the cellulose/HOA submicrometer composite films were studied. The pores of the cellulose
matrix supplied not only cavities for the HOA crystals fixation but also hydrophilic shells to favor the vertical growth of the
relatively hydrophobic HOA crystals. The cellulose/HOA submicrometer composite films exhibited high hydrophobicity, as a
result of the formation of the solid/air composite surface. Furthermore, 4-(1,2,2-triphenylethenyl) benzoic acid, an aggregation-
induced emission luminogen, was used to aggregate on the cellulose surface with HOA to emit and monitor the HOA crystal
growth, showing bifunctional photoluminscence and self-cleaning properties. This work opens up a novel one-step pathway to
design bio-inspired submicrometer materials by utilizing natural products, showing potential applications in self-cleaning optical
devices.

KEYWORDS: hair-inspired crystal growth, hydrophobic−hydrophilic interface, porous cellulose matrix,
aggregation-induced emission (AIE)

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, special and intriguing functionalities, such as the self-
cleaning ability of animals and plants in nature, have attracted
much attention as these functionalities would have wide
applications in daily life.1,2 Such functionalities are usually
resulted from micro- and nano-scale structural features on the
surfaces. For example, the micro-protrusion and nano-cilia
endow lotus leaf with a self-cleaning ability,1 the micro−nano
hierarchical fibrous structure enables the water-strider to float
on water,3 the periodic spindle-knots nano-structure endows
spider’s web with a directional water-collecting ability in a moist
environment.4 Thus, such unique architecture can be resembled
to mimic nature, and the resultant materials with similar
functions can be used for research and industry production.5−7

Lee et al. have studied the wing surface of Cicada orni, and they
found that the self-cleaning ability of its wing is resulted from
the vertical pillar structure. Therefore, they have used an
aluminum sheet and nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide
(AAO) as a replication template to construct a similar structure
through heating and pressure-driven method, showing wide
potential applications in optical and electronic devices.8 These

findings are very important in research and industry; however,
this method is relatively complicated for the bio-inspired
materials preparation, and the requirement for the apparatus is
still high. Thus, a facile and low cost method is essential for
successful fabrication of bio-inspired materials. Polymers can be
used as hard templates to construct ordered and regular bio-
inspired structures because of their facile processability, low
cost and controllable architecture.9−12 Cellulose, as the
sustainable and most abundant biopolymer, has been easily
converted into fibers, hydrogels, films and microspheres in our
laboratory by using physical method in alkali/urea aqueous
solvent.13−17 In the previous findings, the cellulose gel sheets
exhibited controllable homogenous porous structure, whose
pore size ranged from 100 nm to several micrometers.18 Such
micro and nano pores on cellulose gels have been used for
inorganic nanoparticles in situ synthesis, in-situ polymerization
and crystal controllable growth,19−23 showing that the porous
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cellulose matrix can be used as an ideal template. Moreover, the
bio-inspired hydrophobic cellulose materials with special
functionalities have been fabricated successfully by depositing
various guest substances onto cellulose matrix.24,25 A
worthwhile endeavor would be to exploit new ways to
construct bio-inspired materials by utilizing cellulose and an
organic substance. As a natural product from castor oil, 12-
hydroxyoctadecanoic (HOA) is an ordinary highly efficient
gelator, and it can be used as detergents and lubricating greases
in industrial applications.26 Rogers et al. have studied the HOA
molecular gels in solvents systematically, and they have found
that HOA can form micrometer fibrillar structure in special
solvents due to intermolecular hydrogen bonding interac-
tion.27−29 However, to the best of our knowledge, the regular
vertical worm-like and pillar-like submicrometer crystal growth
of HOA on a solid template through hydrophobic−hydrophilic
interfaces interaction has never been reported.
As is known to us, abundant hair mainly consisted of “hard”

keratin proteins can grow from the pores in the animal skin and
its surface is relative smooth because of the incompatibility with
skin pores (consisted of “soft” keratin proteins) due to the great
difference in keratin species and content.30,31 So, we are
interested in utilizing the pores of the regenerated cellulose gel
sheets for HOA crystal growth to form short hair-like crystals.
Hydroxyls on the tail end of HOA can form hydrogen bonds
with cellulose, and the hydrophobic−hydrophilic interfacial
interaction led to the HOA crystal vertical and separate growth
to form the “short hair-like structure”. In addition, luminogens
with aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics have
emerged as a novel class of fluorescent materials, which are
nonluminescent or weakly fluorescent in the molecularly
dissolved state, but are highly fluorescent in the aggregated
state.32,33 Tetraphenylethene (TPE) is a well-known AIE
luminogen, as it is easy to prepare and functionalize. The
hydrophobic nature of TPE or its derivative molecules may
bind to the hydrophobic regions and become entrapped in the
cavities of proteins and the hollow polysaccharide nanofibers
through hydrophobic interactions,34,35 causing the luminogen
to fluoresce. In this work, we prepared a carboxylated TPE
derivative as a fluorescent reporter to study the interaction
between HOA and the surface of cellulose. 4-(1,2,2-
Triphenylethenyl) benzoic acid (TPE-COOH) is easily soluble
in ethanol and may interact with the hydrophobic long carbon
chain in HOA through hydrophobic interaction. Using ethanol
as the cosolvent for HOA and TPE-COOH dissolution to
prepare blended solutions, where porous cellulose gel sheets
with an average pore size of about 300 nm pore size were
submerged. HOA crystals can grow homogeneously, orderly
and controllably to form short hair-like crystals on the cellulose
film surface, mimicking hair growth on animal skins. Thus,
TPE-COOH could be used to monitor the HOA formation.
Moreover, the bifunctional photoluminescent and hydrophobic
cellulose films were constructed facilely through a one-step
method, which sheds light on the design of self-cleaning optical
devices.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. The cellulose sample (cotton linter pulp) was

supplied by Hubei Chemical Fiber Co. Ltd. (Xiangfan, China). Its
viscosity-average molecular weight (Mη) was determined by using an
Ubbelohde viscometer in a LiOH/urea aqueous solution at 25 ± 0.05
°C and calculated from the equation [η] = 3.72 × 10−2MW

0.77 to be
10.0 × 104 g/mol.36 4-Bromobenzophenone, n-butyllithium, diphenyl-

methane and p-toluene sulfonic acid monohydrate were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. LiOH·H2O, urea and ethanol were supplied by
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. Alkaline earth aluminate
[MAl2O4:Eu

2+ (M = Ca, Sr)] were supplied by Dalian Luminglight Co.
Ltd. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was distilled from sodium benzophenone
ketyl under nitrogen immediately prior to use. All chemicals and
regents were commercially available and used as received without
further purification unless further otherwise noted.

2.2. Preparation of Cellulose/HOA Composite Films. 8 wt %
LiOH·H2O/15 wt % urea aqueous solutions were pre-cooled to −12.8
°C, and then the desired amounts of cellulose sample were added
immediately. The cellulose was completely dissolved within 5 min with
a stirring speed of about 1600 rpm to obtain a transparent 5 wt %
cellulose solution. The cellulose solution was centrifuged to degas at
7200 rpm for 15 min, and then cast on a glass plate by glass tubes with
two loops wrapped around its two sides to control the thickness of
solution layers (about 0.2 mm). They were immediately coagulated
with ethanol for 30 min to obtain cellulose gel sheets, which were first
washed with running water and then exhaustively with deionized water
to remove the excess urea and LiOH. The wet cellulose gel sheets were
soaked repeatedly in an ethanol solution to remove the water. The
resultant cellulose ethanol gel (RC E-gel), was then soaked in a HOA/
ethanol solution to obtain cellulose/HOA composite ethanol gel
(RCH E-gel). The RCH E-gels were dried at 25, 60 and 90 oC under
atmospheric pressure or by vacuuming at −45 °C, and the resultant
cellulose/HOA composite films were denoted as RCH. The RCH E-
gels with 5 g/100 mL and 10 g/100 mL HOA concentrations through
drying at 25, 60, 75 and 90 oC were coded as RCH5-25, RCH5-60,
RCH5-75 and RCH5-90 as well as RCH10-25, RCH10-60, RCH5-75
and RCH10-90, respectively. The RCH E-gels with 5 g/100 mL and
10 g/100 mL HOA concentrations were vacuum-dried at low
temperature and were denoted as RCH5 and RCH10, respectively.
The film without HOA was coded as RC.

2.3. Preparation of Cellulose/HOA/TPE-COOH Composite
Films. The details of the synthesis process for TPE-COOH are shown
in the Supporting Information according to previous work,37,38 and the
synthesis route to TPE-COOH is shown as follows:

The desired amounts of HOA and TPE-COOH were dissolved in
ethanol to prepare 5% HOA solutions with 5 × 10−4, 2.5 × 10−4, 1 ×
10−4, 0.5 × 10−4 and 0 × 10−4 M TPE-COOH concentrations. The
RC E-gels were soaked in the above mixture solutions to prepare
cellulose/HOA/TPE-COOH composite E-gel, which were subse-
quently dried at 60 °C and coded as RCHT5-5, RCHT5-2.5, RCHT5-
1, RCHT5-0.5 and RCHT5-0, respectively.

2.4. Characterization. The morphologies of surface and cross-
section for the RC and RCH composite films were observed by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Zeiss, SIGMA). The
acceleration voltage for the FESEM observation was 5 kV. The
cellulose films or gel sheets were frozen in liquid nitrogen, immediately
snapped and then freeze-dried for the SEM observation. The surface
and cross-section of the films or gels were sputtered with gold and
then observed. FT-IR spectra were carried out with a FT-IR
spectrometer (1600, Perkin-Elmer Co., MA) in the wavelength
range from 4000 to 400 cm−1. The powdered and vacuum-dried
samples were obtained, and the test specimens were prepared by the
KBr disk method. Wide angle X-ray diffraction measurements were
measured with a WAXD diffractometer (D8-Advance, Bruker, USA).
The patterns with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.154 05 nm) at 40 kV and 30
mA were recorded in the region of 2θ from 5 to 40°, and the scanning
rate was 2°/min. The samples were cut into powder and dried in a
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vacuum oven for 48 h before testing. Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) experiments were performed on a NETZSCH DSC 200PC
(NETZSCH, Germany) with a heating rate of 5°C/min. The
temperature was controlled with liquid nitrogen, and the dried
samples were put in a tightly sealed aluminum cell. The water contact
angle was measured and calculated in dynamic mode on a Data Physics
instrument (OCA20). One drop of water (2 μL) was put on the
surface of the films with an automatic piston syringe and photo-
graphed. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured on a Perkin-
Elmer LS 55 spectrofluorometer with an excitation wavelength of 335
nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Formation of Short Hair-Inspired HOA Crystals.

From the cellulose solution dissolved in the LiOH/urea
aqueous system with cooling, the regenerated cellulose gels
were fabricated. Subsequently, the cellulose/HOA composite
films were constructed by treating with HOA/ethanol solution
and solvent evaporation. Figure 1 shows the FESEM images of
the freeze-dried cellulose gel sheet (panel a) and RCH
composite film (panel b), and the scheme of the hair growth
(panel c). The corresponding statistical size histograms of the
cellulose pores and diameter of HOA crystals are shown in
Figure S1 (Supporting Information). Obviously, the cellulose
surface exhibited a homogenous porous structure with an
average pore size of about 300 nm. Usually, the cellulose pore
size depends on cellulose concentration. The cellulose gel
formation rate by using ethanol as a coagulation bath was much
slower than that with acid or aqueous solution due to the
relative slow diffusion into the aqueous system, so it could
provide enough time for cellulose chain rearrangement and
aggregation, resulting in a homogenous porous structure with
smaller pore sizes. Thus, such a homogenous porous structure
would provide an ideal matrix for crystal fixation and
controllable growth.
As shown in Figure 1b, vertical pillar-like HOA crystals with

an average diameter of about 200 nm appeared on the surface
of the cellulose film. As mentioned in previous reports,28,39

HOA can self-assemble into fibrillar crystals, where molecules
formed cyclic dimers between carboxyl groups and hydrogen
bonding interaction along the transverse axis favored
longitudinal growth. In our findings, there were many
longitudinal pores in the cellulose gel sheets, so the HOA
crystals could aggregate and grow in the cavities of the cellulose
matrix via solvent evaporation. It is noted that the self-
aggregation of HOA is much stronger than its interaction with
cellulose. Moreover, the HOA aggregates with a few hydroxyls
on the tail end could form hydrogen bonds with cellulose to be
fixed in the cellulose matrix, and the hydrophobic−hydrophilic
interfacial interaction could induce the growth of the relatively
hydrophobic HOA crystals along the pore wall of the

hydrophilic cellulose separately. The HOA crystals had a
circular cross-section and smooth surface, as a result of the
incompatibility on the HOA−cellulose interface. The average
diameter of the pillar-like crystals (about 200 nm) was smaller
than that of the cellulose pore size (about 300 nm), further
confirming that the hydrophobic−hydrophilic interfacial
interaction existed between HOA and the cellulose matrix.
The porous cellulose matrix supplied not only cavities for the
HOA crystals fixation in the matrix through the hydrogen
bonding interaction but also hydrophilic shells to favor the
longitudinal and isolated growth of the HOA crystals. Figure 1c
shows a schematic illustration of hair growth on the skin.
Obviously, the growth of the HOA crystals was similar to “hair
growth” on the skin. Therefore, this work would open up a
novel one-step pathway to facilely design bio-inspired materials
in the porous cellulose matrix by utilizing natural products.

3.2. Effects of Experimental Conditions on Structure
and Morphology of HOA Crystals. Figure 2 shows WAXD

spectra of HOA, RCH10-90, RCH10-60, RCH10-25 and
RCH5-90. Three crystal peaks at 2θ = 12.2°, 19.9° and 21.3°
for RC were assigned to crystal planes (110), (11 ̅0) and (200)
of cellulose II, respectively.40 The special peaks at 5.7, 19.4, 21.6
and 22.4°(23.3°) for HOA were assigned to the 15.2, 4.5, 3.9
and 3.8 Å subcell spacing, indicating triclinic parallel crystal
form for raw HOA.28 However, the peaks at 5.7 and 19.4° for
HOA crystals grown on cellulose matrix were attributed to 15.2
and 4.3 Å subcell spacing (Figure 2, RCH10-90, RCH10-60,
RCH10-25 and RCH5-90), showing hexagonal crystal for-
mation and fibrillar aggregates characteristic.28 The peak shape
and intensity of the cellulose/HOA composite films varied with

Figure 1. FESEM images of surface for freeze-dried 5 wt % cellulose gel (a) and cellulose film with HOA crystals (b), and scheme of the hair growth
(c).

Figure 2. WAXD spectra of HOA, RCH10-90, RCH10-60, RCH10-
25, RCH5-90 and RC.
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the drying temperature, so the crystal growth temperature
affected the HOA crystal forms. Moreover, the peak intensity
increased with HOA concentration. It was confirmed that
utilizing the porous cellulose matrix for HOA crystal growth
had feasibility.
Effects of drying temperature on the morphologies of HOA

crystals grown on cellulose film were investigated. Figure 3
shows the SEM images of the surface morphologies on RCH
films from different drying temperatures and the photographs
of water droplets on each surface. Obviously, all the HOA
crystals grown on the cellulose matrix exhibited a homogenous
submicrometer fibrous structure. Such a structure was
consistent with the longitudinal growth of HOA crystals.39

Interestingly, the fibrous-network structure of HOA crystals
appeared on the RCH10-90 cellulose films when the drying
temperature was 90 °C (Figure 3a,d). The solvent evaporated
very quickly at 90 °C, and the cellulose pores shrank rapidly at
the same time, so abundant HOA came to the cellulose surface
with rapid evaporation of ethanol, resulting in a fibrous-network
structure. Vertical glass blade-like HOA crystals existed on the
cellulose film at 60 °C, and the size of HOA crystals was bigger
than that at 90 °C. Especially, there were worm-like HOA

crystals grown on the cellulose matrix at 25 °C, and the crystal
size was much bigger than that at 60 °C and 90 °C. The solvent
evaporation was slowest at this temperature, and the cellulose
pore shrinkage was much slower than others, so the long free-
growth time and relatively large pore space led to the formation
of perfect worm-like HOA crystals with smooth surface.
Apparently, these HOA crystals changed the cellulose surface
morphology. The interspaces among HOA crystals could trap
abundant air, resulting in a solid/air composite surface to
increase the hydrophobicity.41 Thus, high hydrophobic
cellulose films (water contact angles were above 140°) with
HOA crystals were fabricated here. The morphologies of raw
HOA (a and b) and HOA reproduced from 10 wt % HOA/
ethanol solution without porous cellulose matrix by evaporation
at 25 oC (c and d) are shown as the control in Figure S2
(Supporting Information). Obviously, the HOA did not exhibit
the regular fibrillar structure, indicating the important role of
cellulose pores on the regular submicrometer HOA crystal
formation. Usually, the crystal growth concentration affects its
micro and macro structure.42 So the HOA crystal morphology
grown on cellulose matrix from lower HOA concentration at
different temperatures was also studied. Figure 4 shows the

Figure 3. FESEM images of surface for RCH10-90 (a,d), RCH10-60 (b,e), RCH10-25 (c,f) films dried at different temperatures. Insets show the
photographs of water droplets on each surface.

Figure 4. FESEM images of surface for RCH5-90 (a,d), RCH5-60 (b,e), RCH5-25 (c,f) films dried at different temperatures. Insets show the
photographs of water droplets on each surface.
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SEM images of the surface morphologies for RCH films with
5% HOA concentration and photographs of the water droplets
on each surface. Clearly, similar homogenous submicrometer
fibrous structures were obtained. However, the crystal size
reduced with the decrease of HOA concentration. The fibrous
network structure of HOA crystals also appeared on the
cellulose film at 90 °C with lower HOA concentrations, but the
corresponding fiber diameter was much smaller, resulting in
larger interspaces among the crystals. At 60 °C treatment, HOA
crystal fibers with two different sizes appeared on the cellulose
film (Figure 4b,e), the larger fiber was similar to that grown at
60 °C with a 10 wt % HOA concentration (Figure 3b,e), while
the smaller fiber resembled that grown at 90 °C (Figure 4a,d).
This phenomenon indicated that the HOA concentration
affected its crystal morphology, which might be caused by
relative insufficient HOA amount at 60 °C with this
concentration. The worm-like crystals with relative smaller
size were also obtained at 25 °C(Figure 4c,f). The cellulose
matrix couldn’t capture HOA crystals tightly as those with
higher HOA concentrations (Figure 3c,f) because the relatively
large cellulose pores were difficult to fit small HOA crystals
well, so part of the HOA crystals leaned. Relatively high HOA

concentrations favored the fixation of HOA crystals in cellulose
matrix and the formation of crystals with large diameters.
Besides heating, vacuuming can also be used to evaporate

solvents rapidly, and a low-temperature vacuuming method was
used here. Figure 5 shows the HOA crystal morphologies from
the vacuuming process at −45 °C. At high vacuuming, ethanol
could evaporate quickly, so HOA nucleation and growth
occurred very rapidly. Vertical pillar-like HOA crystals appeared
both on the surfaces of RCH10 and RCH5 (Figure 5a,b), and
the HOA crystals on RCH10 were much denser than that on
RCH5. Furthermore, the diameter of the HOA pillar-like
crystals on RCH10 was much larger than that on RCH5. Thus,
the diameter and distribution of HOA crystals could be
adjusted by changing the HOA concentrations. Interestingly,
such vertical pillar-like HOA crystal structure resembled that on
the wing surface of Cicada orni,8 so we could fulfill the HOA
crystal ordered growth to construct a bio-inspired structure
through a facile method. Figure 6 shows the SEM images of the
cross-section of RCH5-75 film and the interface between HOA
crystals and the cellulose film. Apparently, the HOA crystals
distributed mainly on the one side of the cellulose film, and
there were only a few HOA crystals on the cross-section and
the other side (Figure 6a). This phenomenon was mainly

Figure 5. FESEM images of the surface for RCH10 (a) and RCH5 (b) by vacumming at −45 °C.

Figure 6. SEM images of the cross-section and interface between HOA crystals and cellulose film for RCH5-75 (a); panel b is the enlargement of
panel a.

Scheme 1. Procedure and Mechanism of the HOA Crystal Growth on Cellulose Gel
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caused by the HOA migration to the one side of the cellulose
film via solvent evaporation. Once the solvent evaporated
completely, HOA crystals stopped growing outwards on the
whole, the unmigrated small amount of HOA was left in the
cellulose matrix, which could form crystals inside the cellulose
film. Calculated from Figure 6b, the length of HOA crystal fiber
grown from cellulose matrix was about 1 μm. Thus, we can
control the HOA crystal growth and prepare HOA crystal fibers
simply by using a cellulose template and solvent evaporation
induced crystallization method. Meanwhile, the HOA crystals
could prevent the direct contact between cellulose and water
droplets, resulting in hydrophobicity enhancement. Obviously,
the one-side high hydrophobic and one-side hydrophilic
cellulose film could be fabricated easily. Such a cellulose film
shows potential applications in medical dressing, because the
hydrophobic side can be used for water repellent and self-
cleaning, whereas the other hydrophilic side can absorb sweat
inside to keep the skin dry.43

On the basis of the results mentioned above, a schematic
presentation for the HOA crystal growth process on a cellulose
matrix is proposed in Scheme 1. During the solvent evaporation
process, the HOA migrated to the one side of the cellulose gel
sheet. Subsequently, HOA could crystallize outwardly along the
cellulose pores, and grow homogeneously and vertically on the
cellulose matrix. The tail end of HOA crystals was fixed in the
bottom of the cellulose pores through hydrogen bonding
interaction between cellulose and a few hydroxyls in the tail of
HOA. Therefore, this was a bio-inspired process, and the
cellulose porous structure could be used as a template for
regular submicrometer crystal growth.
3.3. Physical Properties of the Cellulose/HOA Sub-

micrometer Composite Films. Figure 7 shows the FT-IR

spectra of the HOA, RCH10-90, RCH10-60, RCH10-25,
RCH5-90 and RC films. The location, band width and shape
of the HOA absorption band depend on the HOA dimer
formed by hydrogen bonding through intermolecular carbon-
yl.44 The asymmetric (νas(CH2)), symmetric (νs(CH2))
methylene vibration and carbonyl absorption of carboxylic
acid dimer (νCO) peaks for HOA appeared clearly at 2918,
2860, and 1702 cm−1, respectively. The zones of 1415, 1289,
and 934 cm−1 were attributed to hydroxyl proton resonance
absorbing (δOH), C−O stretching vibration (νC−O), and the off-
plate vibration bands of O−H of HOA dimer, respectively. The

shoulder-absorption band at 2480−2715 cm−1 was caused by
the combination of the C−O stretching vibration, the O−H
deforming vibration and the frequency doubling of the C−O
stretching−contracting vibration frequency. The bands of the
RC and RCH films at 3320−3518 cm−1 were attributed to
stretching vibrations for hydroxyl groups of cellulose.
Compared with RC, the peaks for RCH10-90, RCH10-60,
RCH10-25 and RCH5-90 films shortened and shifted to higher
wavenumbers, indicating the existence of strong intermolecular
hydrogen bonding interactions between cellulose and HOA.
The FT-IR results indicated that there was dipole−dipole
interaction between the carboxylic groups of HOA.45 More-
over, the HOA crystal growth on the cellulose matrix was a
physical process; no chemical reaction occurred.
The HOA crystal morphologies grown from a cellulose

matrix at different temperatures and concentrations may be
related to their thermal properties, so DSC was employed to
study the melting temperature and crystallization behavior.
Figure 8 shows the DSC curves for the RC and RCH films. The

melting temperature (Tm) for RCH10-90, RCH10-60 and
RCH10-25 was 76.5, 75.5 and 75.0 °C, respectively. This result
revealed that the structure of crystals formed from different
drying temperature was different to some extent, and the Tm
decreased with a decrease of the drying temperature, coinciding
with results from WAXD and FESEM. Moreover, the melting
enthalpy increased with the decrease of drying temperature as a
result of perfect crystallization at low temperature. To test the
stability of the prepared surfaces and morphologies, the RCH5-
75 films were rinsed with water (ethanol) and heat-treated at
100 °C. The resultant morphologies are shown in Figure S3
(Supporting Information), the morphology for RCH5-75
remained almost the same after water flush (Figure S3a,b,
Supporting Information), showing good stability against water.
Interestingly, the jointed submicrometer HOA fibers appeared
on the RCH5-75 film after being rinsed with ethanol, which
was caused by partial dissolution by ethanol and recrystalliza-
tion. The submicrometer HOA fibers disappeared, and micro
HOA fibers appeared after heat treatment (panel d) because
the resultant abundant liquid HOA could crystallize sponta-
neously with cooling, further confirming the role of cellulose
pores on the formation of submicrometer HOA fibers.
Therefore, the composite films exhibited certain stability

Figure 7. FT-IR spectra of HOA, RCH10-90, RCH10-60, RCH10-25,
RCH5-90 and RC.

Figure 8. DSC curves of RCH10-90, RCH10-60, RCH10-25, RCH5-
90 and RC.
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against water and ethanol, which could meet the requirement of
our daily usage.
Figure 9 shows UV−vis spectra of RCH5-90, RCH5-60,

RCH5-25, RCH10-90, RCH10-60 and RCH10-25. The RCH
films exhibited certain transparency, and increased with the
increase of drying temperature and decrease of HOA
concentration (Figure 9A). This indicated that the transparency
was in inverse proportion to crystal size. Therefore, a cellulose
film with bigger HOA crystals, compared with that with smaller
crystals, exhibited a decrease in transparency due to larger light
loss from light reflection and refraction. The RCH5-90
displayed the best transparency (58% at 600 nm), as shown
in Figure 9B.
3.4. Aggregation-Induced Emission (AIE) of Submi-

crometer Cellulose Films. Figure 10 shows the PL spectra of
the cellulose/HOA/TPE-COOH composite films (panel a)
and the photograph of RCHT5-5 with a water droplet under an
UV lamp (panel b). Obviously, the cellulose/HOA submi-
crometer composite film exhibited almost no fluorescence, and
the PL intensity increased with the TPE-COOH concentration.
Generally, TPE-COOH is almost nonemissive when molecu-

larly dissolved in solution, but TPE-COOH could combine
with HOA through hydrophobic interaction and migrate to the
cellulose film surface with the solvent evaporation, so it could
aggregate and distribute evenly on cellulose film surface with
the HOA crystal growth, resulting in emitting efficiently. The
submicrometer composite film with low TPE-COOH concen-
tration was weak-emissive due to the relative far apart among
TPE-COOH molecules, so intramolecular rotations (IR) could
consume part of energy to decrease the PL intensity. The AIE
molecules packed closely with increasing TPE-COOH
concentration, and the aggregation was much more severely
to restrict the IR efficiently,32,46−48 resulting in much higher PL
intensity. The RCHT5-5 composite film displayed blue
emission under UV light excitation. Moreover, the RCHT5-5
exhibited high hydrophobicity. The excellent hydrophobicity
and certain self-cleaning ability of the submicrometer
composite films are shown in the Figure S4 and the video
(see the Supporting Information). To demonstrate the effect of
solvent evaporation on HOA crystal formation and diffusion of
HOA, one edge of cellulose/HOA/TPE-COOH gel was
covered with plastic sheet to prevent the solvent evaporation.

Figure 9. UV−vis spectra of RCH5-90 (a), RCH5-60 (b), RCH5-25 (e), RCH10-90 (c), RCH10-60 (d) and RCH10-25 (f) (A); photograph of
RCH5-90 covered on a university badge with water droplets (B).

Figure 10. PL spectra of the RC films from 5 wt % HOA/ethanol solutions with different TPE-COOH concentrations: 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 (10−4 M)
(a) and the photograph of RCHT5-5 with a water droplet under an UV lamp (b).
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The resultant composite film is shown in Figure S5 (Supporting
Information). Interestingly, the covered edge was hydrophilic
without fluorescence, while the uncovered area was hydro-
phobic and emitted strongly, indicating that the hydrophobic
interaction existed between HOA and TPE-COOH. In
addition, TPE-COOH could be used to monitor the HOA
formation based on hydrophobic interaction. Therefore, we
have fabricated bifunctional photoluminescent/hydrophobic
cellulose materials through a one-step method, which have
potential applications in optoelectronic, anticounterfeiting
packaging, displaying and functional packaging areas.49

4. CONCLUSIONS
The porous cellulose gel sheet was found to be an ideal matrix
for uniform crystal growth of 12-hydroxyoctadecanoic acid
(HOA) and a template for biomimicking. By using solvent
evaporation induced crystallization, vertical worm-like and
pillar-like crystals of HOA were constructed on the cellulose
film surface, resembling the short hair-growth. The porous
cellulose matrix supplied not only cavities for the HOA crystals
fixation but also hydrophilic shells to favor the longitudinal and
isolated growth of the HOA crystals. The HOA aggregates with
a few hydroxyls on the tail end could form hydrogen bonds
with cellulose to be fixed in the cellulose matrix. The
hydrophobic−hydrophilic interfacial interaction could induce
the growth of the relatively hydrophobic HOA crystals along
the pore wall of the hydrophilic cellulose separately, which
exhibited a smooth surface. The HOA crystal morphologies can
be controlled by changing the temperature and HOA
concentration, and the perfect worm-like crystals could be
fabricated by adjusting the experimental conditions. The
cellulose/HOA submicrometer composite films exhibited high
hydrophobicity with certain self-cleaning ability. Furthermore,
the bifunctional photoluminescent and hydrophobic cellulose/
HOA/TPE-COOH films were successfully fabricated by
combining TPE-COOH with HOA through hydrophobic
interaction to migrate onto the cellulose film surface, resulting
in efficiently emitting. This work opens up a novel one-step
pathway to facilely design bio-inspired materials in a porous
cellulose matrix by utilizing natural products, to resemble short
hair-growth on the skin in nature.
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